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Easy, intuitive,and fun video editing for impressive results!
VideoStudio Pro 2021 is an easy to use, beginner-friendly, and downright fun video editing suite designed to help
you create movies that impress and inspire! Easily jumpstart your video
creation with Instant Project Templates, or build unique movies from scratch with intuitive drag and drop controls
and a wide selection of graphics and creative effects. Enjoy access to all the tools you need to cut, trim,
crop, and resize video, then get creative and apply fun filters, add transitions and titles, and so much more! Both
new and experienced users will love the easy-to-learn tools and drag-and-drop
creativity that set VideoStudio apart.  

Feature-packed and perfect for video enthusiasts 

VideoStudio is recognized by reviewers and editors alike for being fully loaded with incredible, user friendly
features. Expand beyond basic video editing to surprise yourself with what you can create! Evoke drama in your
storytelling with motion effects and dynamic titles, have fun with trendy AR Stickers, even transport yourself all
over the world with Chroma key and green screen effects. Explore new perspectives with split screen templates to
combine multiple videos and showcase different angles, and enjoy tools to convert and edit 360° videos. Enhance
your footage with color correction and ??and tap into more than 1,500 effects to reveal your
personality. With VideoStudio, you have access to advanced tools with simplified controls that are accessible to
users of any experience level. 

Smart tools andArtificial Intelligence to assist you

Creating engaging movies with your photos and videos is faster and easier than ever with VideoStudio 2021.
Transform your media into slideshows and movies in mere minutes with FastFlick, the instant slideshow
maker. Simply select a template, drag and drop photos or videos, and let FastFlick work its
magic. Leverage Artificial Intelligence with facial recognition and let Highlight Reel, the smart movie
tool, automatically select your best shots and clips, avoiding those with imperfections. Save time and make
your editing easy and enjoyable with new Instant Project Templates to recreate popular video styles in
minutes. You can always dive deeper into your project to edit up to 50 unique
tracks simultaneously. Combine ready-to-use templates and effects with your unique customizations to achieve
incredible results.  

MultiCam Capture and Editing
Capture content from a webcam and record your screen at the same time with VideoStudio?s MultiCam Capture
Lite. Create on-the-fly how-to videos, product demos, gaming screen recordings, presentations and more to grow
your audience. Save editing time by previewing and calibrating the color and brightness of each feed before you
record. Explore picture-in-picture effects to overlay your footage and show multiple angles at once,
or simply switch  between camera angles as the video plays to add interest and draw in viewers. From capturing to
editing, VideoStudio delivers the tools you need to create impressive content. 

http://kb.parallels.com/en/127558


360° video editing
VideoStudio delivers all the tools you need to edit your 360° videos. Quickly add titles, trim videos, and even
convert your 360° footage to standard video. Give your audience a unique perspective by controlling the angle of
your footage. and explore Tiny Planet and Rabbit Hole effects in just a few clicks. After editing, easily upload your
video to YouTube or export it to play back on your virtual reality headset. Enjoy the flexible options
of VideoStudio and create eye-catching and entertaining 360 videos to express yourself from all angles.

Stop Motion Animation
VideoStudio is the perfect training ground for anyone exploring videography and stop motion animation. Take
advantage of the in-product Stop Motion Animation tool to plan and capture your frames from your webcam, or
plug in your own camera and control the capture from right inside VideoStudio. Leverage adjustable guides to
determine how many frames you need for natural looking motion, then click to instantly compile them to your
project and edit further on the timeline. 

 AR Stickers 1. 

Add instant fun and personality to your next project with?new AR Stickers that enhance emotions and bring playful
moments to your videos.??These face tracking stickers can recognize and?map facial features to make it easy
to add silly character ears,?show-stopping eyes, larger than life sunglasses, or over the top hats to
any project.? Adding AR Stickers is the perfect way to emphasize reactions and add personality to gaming videos,
reaction videos, and tutorials. 

Disc creator with menus 
VideoStudio delivers the tools you need to easily transform your video projects into polished DVDs to
share and play with friends and family. Transform your home movies with VideoStudio MyDVD and
quickly create high-quality personalized DVDs with custom menus, titles, chapters, and music. With more
than 50 themed templates to choose from, MyDVD makes it simple to style your menu to fit your project.
Master the home viewing experience for your next video by burning your project to DVD or AVCHD disc
for your friends and family to share and play again and again. 

1. 

Audio tools for the ultimate sound experience
Support your visuals with an outstanding soundtrack! Import your own music or choose a
track from Scorefitter, our royalty-free music library, for music that automatically adjusts to fit the length
of your clip. It's easy to adjust, mute, and layer your audio directly in the timeline and quickly balance
audio levels. Rely on built-in Audio Ducking to detect narration and clean the background noise to
keep your voices sounding crisp and clear. Even record your own audio with the built-in voiceover tools
and add video subtitles. VideoStudio Pro 2021 makes it truly creative and easy to produce videos that
look and sound their very best. 

1. 

Support for all popular formats and devices for easy sharing
VideoStudio continues to track the latest formats to maintain support for all popular file types and devices.
When your video is ready to share, convert it to one of many popular formats to view on your favorite
device, upload directly to YouTube, or export to disc. VideoStudio supports iPad, iPhone, iPod touch, and
Sony PSP/PS4, Windows and Android smartphones, and more. Videos are optimized for the site you
choose so that you never risk quality loss. VideoStudio 2021 ensures you have all the support you need to
create videos you?ll be proud to share on your preferred platform. 

1. 



Performance1. 

Reliable performance and stability make editing in VideoStudio 2021 more efficient than ever. While your
original high resolution file quality is preserved for export, you are able to edit with smaller files to speed
up rendering. Experience quicker project exporting and enhanced quality when rendering titles, previews, and video
masks on the timeline. Hardware acceleration leverages Intel, AMD, and nVidia technologies to
dramatically improve interface response times, and rendering to popular file
formats. VideoStudio 2021 offers a smooth workflow and stable performance, from import to export. 

Learning resources1. 

Learn as you go and create impressive videos right from the start by tapping into our wide selection of tutorials.
Our extensive library of learning materials offers editing tips and tricks and project inspiration for everyone, from
beginners to advanced users. Users and professional reviewers alike recognize VideoStudio as an excellent starting
point to learn the important basics of video editing, and expand into more advanced tools to learn as you
go. VideoStudio community. Your purchase includes a 10-day all-access pass to video tutorials, content, and more,
from our friends at StudioBacklot.tv. Intuitive tools and learning resources are proven to help you develop your
skills, so each new movie is better than your last!?
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